
 

 
 

 

Features 

 

 Current Mode AmplificationTM, 0.00038% ultra-low distortion and ultra-high efficient 

amplification   

 Balanced (XLR) input and single ended (RCA) input, Mono Full Balanced input   

 Dual 6.35mm stereo headphone jack, a 3-pin Full Balanced output  

 Pre-amplifier output  

 Mono Full Balanced operation  

 Customized Plitron toroidal transformer  

 Schottky rectifier,22pcs Nichicon 1000uF Audio specific FG capacitor filters    

 Amplification circuit uses only DALE military resistors and WIMA capacitors  

 All transistors are operating in pure Class A   

 Perfect ON/OFF Anti-Pop Noise protection and DC protection circuit design  

Note:  

The specifications officially released were gathered by strict testing to standard AP2722 based 

on AES standard test procedure. Wave graphs were gathered using Agilent DSO5043 

Oscilloscopes.  

 



 

 

 Reviews  

 

“CMA800R reproduces world top level sound, wonderfully expressed its large dynamics, low 

distortion and High/Low Frequency extension.” 

Professor Deng Yijian  

Chief Recordist of Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra 

Professor Deng chose a CMA800R as monitor headphone amplifier for 2013 Guangzhou 

international Hi-end show annual recording.  

 

“I heard details previously buried deep in the track. The sound was dynamic, ethereal, detailed 

and precise with no unpleasant artifacts of any kind. Everything you want music to be was 

there.”  

Howard Gladstone 

President 

Plitron Manufacturing Inc  

Howard Gladstone and his company provide transformers for many leading audio 

manufactures and medical instrument manufactures. Besides being a successful business 

leader, Howard Gladstone is also a famous singer and songwriter. He has released four 

well-reputed albums of original music. 

 

 

“The CMA800 was immediately impressive from the very first listen. It's just so amazingly 

clean and detailed - it belongs in a very high class of expensive amplifiers.”  

John Grandberg  

Reviewer from Head-Fi.org  

 

 

 

“I use CMA800R to drive HD800, the sound is so fantastic that I can hardly tear myself away 

from it! It’s a long time I haven’t got such feeling.”  

Lai Yingzhi  

Chief Editor of New Audiophile 

 

 

CMA800 is award for “Outstanding Overall Performance Awards-2013” by Super AV magazine 

annual “Super AV Awards”.  

  



 

Design Concept  

 

The Quest is endless. The Questyle Audio CMA800R, the flagship Current Mode Headphone 

Amplifier from Questyle Audio, is a dedicated quest for perfect sound. 

The Questyle Audio CMA800R implements Questyle Audio’s outstanding Current Mode 

Amplification TM technology, providing an ultra-low 0.00038% distortion, a wide bandwidth of 

650KHz, and an 114dB Signal to Noise Ratio. These parameters are far beyond what any other 

existing headphone amplifiers can achieve. Beyond that, the Questyle Audio CMA800R is the 

world first headphone amplifier to support Mono Full Balanced operation (a bridged mono 

configuration for use in a dual mono application using 2 Questyle Audio CMA800R amplifiers), 

in full balanced mode its distortion is further reduced to less than 0.00026%! The Questyle 

Audio CMA800R, will definitely be a milestone of headphone amplifier design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Traditional Voltage Mode Amplifier  

 

Analogue amplifiers are always thought of as processing signal in voltage mode. In its circuit 

design, engineers subconsciously put it into a voltage or voltage related loop, and suppose this 

is the best solution for processing signal.  

Since Fairchild produced the first commercially applied OPA uA709 in 1965, OPA technology 

has greatly developed, but the basic circuit structure has not been changed. This kind of 

amplifier is known as having a narrow frequency bandwidth, low efficiency, and when dealing 

with large dynamic signal, it always creates TIMD. 

Some manufacturers want to break through these limitations, they give up the traditional 

negative feedback design and turn to new methods, which cost a great deal, while bringing 

other serious problems, such as unstable performance.  

A totally new design and new topology is urgently required, and to bring a revolution in 

analogue amplification became our goal.      

 

 

  

Bob Widlar--the pioneer of the linear IC chip, designed the uA709 in 1965 at Fairchild  

 

uA709  

 

 

 

 

 



The Encouraging Current Mode Circuit Design Development 

      

It is commonly understood that, a BJT (Bipolar Junction Transistor) is a current mode capable 

device. Suppose the entire amplification section is fully operating in Current mode, taking 

complete advantage of the outstanding linear and ultra-high speed capacities of the BJTs, their 

performance would be definitely attractive and amazing.  

 

 

1) Super Linear theory  

In 1975 Mr. Barrie Gilbert created the “Translinear-TL” theory, and published in ISSCC. This 

marks the birth of Current Mode theory. A translinear (TL) circuit is a circuit that carries out its 

function using the translinear principle. In TL principle, an ideal BJT Collector current log 

domain’s (Lc) and Vbe graph is a straight line. See the below graph, BJT Collector current 

increases from 1pA (1E-12) to 10mA, which is an increase of one billion times, while log (lc) 

and Vbe remain a good straight line! A Current Mode circuit is using this super linear feature to 

make up a TL loop. This is the basic theory for Current Mode’s ultra-high precision, ultra-low 

distortion operation.  

  

2) Ultra-high speed  

In a Current Mode circuit, the interelectrode capacitors in between transistors, which affect 

speed and bandwidth, operate at a very low impedance point (hundreds or even thousands of 

times less than a voltage mode amplifier). With a large amplitude current wave, the 

interelectrode capacitors complete their charge and discharge cycles very fast, making the  

efficiency much greater than that of a voltage mode circuit.      

 

 



 

The Questyle Audio CMA800R Operating Principle  

Since 1989 and the 87th AES forum, when Dr. D.C Wadsworth first pointed out that a current 

mode circuit in audio can achieve ultra-high speed, ultra-low distortion operation, audio 

designers have ceaseless sought applications for current mode amplification. Some pioneering 

manufacturers have been developing current mode technology applications for audio, such as 

CAST (Current Audio Signal Transmission) technology, SATRI technology based on the 

BPM7110 gain module, etc. But they are mainly “non-feedback” mode, and mainly for current 

mode “transmission” rather than amplification. Questyle is different, we specifically focused on 

“amplification” instead of “transmission”, allowing the Questyle Audio CMA800R to provide 

much more outstanding sonic performance. 

 
 

Above is the CMA800R current mode amplification circuit diagram. The circuit is consist of 

VCCS (Voltage Control Current Source), A(i) --Current Mode amplification module, I/V 

converter, OPT and Negative Feedback sections. In an electronic circuit, both voltage and 

current are present, neither can be missing. The Questyle Audio CMA800R signal is controlled 

by current so as to provide higher performance, while the input and output are in voltage mode 

for better compatibility with other audio devices. 

From the diagram we can see, input signal will travel first to VCCS, voltage mode is converted 

to current mode here, then it goes to Ai for amplification (in current mode), next it goes to I/V 

converter to become voltage mode again, and then is output to OPT stage to drive 

headphones. 

For better performance, in this circuit design we included a Negative Feedback loop. The 

impedance of the whole Negative Feedback loop is very low, and the amplification is very fast, 

thus the Negative Feedback process speed can be as much as 100 times faster than that in 

voltage mode, eliminating problems like TIMD. 

The Questyle Audio CMA800R Full-Power Bandwidth is close to the Closed-loop bandwidth, 

converting speed increases linearly as input signal amplitude increases, these characteristics 

are totally different from those produced in voltage mode, allowing the Questyle Audio 

CMA800R to achieve ultra-low distortion and ultra-high efficiency. 

     



 

The Workmanship  

 

Current mode amplification's internal translinear-TL loop places a critical requirement on 

transistors. A Canadian semiconductor manufacture, Microsystems International Limited, had 

tried to make a current mode amplification IC, but failed on workmanship. 

In a TL loop consisting of 6 transistors, even a 5uV Vbe is too much, it will cause an 0.01% 

harmonic distortion. Questyle's engineers studied this for over 5 years, working together with 

Dr. Charles a specialist from a California university who is dedicated to transistor workmanship 

research, selecting from lots of customized specific components, and design specific circuit 

structure, finally achieving success. 

  

 

 

  

1KHz@300Ω , THD vs Power 

 

 

 

 

 

1KHz@300Ω , Po=10mW FFT Spectrum Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Intermodulation Distortion (IMD) 

 

Some engineers use Sine waves to test amplifiers. They believe that, as long as the THD+N 

value is not high, it should be a good amplifier. But actually each music signal is made up of 

thousands of harmonic waves, it is expected that they will interfere each other, so IMD value is 

even more important as an approach to indicate a signal's real status than THD+N. “IM 

(Intermodulation)” means as two or more signals come together, they will interfere with the 

others and make up a new signal. IMD decides an amplifier’s purity, density and detail. The 

Questyle Audio CMA800R IMD spectrum is almost as perfect as the AP2 signal source. There 

are almost no mixtures. 

 

 

 
  

Po=10mW @300Ω , CCIF 19K Center frequency, 500Hz Modulation frequency IMD test 

 

 

 

 

Full frequency low distortion 

 

Ultra-wide bandwidth provides an amplifier with great sound, but ultra-low distortion is required 

for high frequency, otherwise the sound will be terrible. The Questyle Audio CMA800R 

distortion graph in all frequencies is a straight line, the value is ultra-low. 

 

 

 

Po=25mW @300Ω,   



 

 

 

Broadband High-speed Amplification 

 

Only an amplifier with broadband high-speed amplification can best deal with burst pulse wave 

signal, and therefore reproduce with speed and clarity. The Questyle Audio CMA800R 

frequency response is straight line, with only a -0.3dB drop at 200KHz. 

 

 

 

Po=20mW @300Ω , 20Hz-200KHz frequency response 

 

 

 

Below is the CMA800R square wave frequency response @20KHz (Red color is input signal, 

purple is output signal, 300Ω loading) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Specific Power Supply  

 

For an analogue amplifier, power supply plays a very important role. We work together with 

Plitron Manufacturing in Canada, supported by their senior designers, to specially design 

multiple versions of dedicated transformers, evaluate and select the best fit. On top of that, the 

Questyle Audio CMA800R uses Schottky rectifiers to reduce noise, and 22 35V 1000uF 

Nichicon FG capacitors to provide clean power.  

        

 

 

 

Mono Full Balanced function 

  

The Questyle Audio CMA800R is the world’s first headphone amplifier with Mono Full 

Balanced function. Two Questyle Audio CMA800Rs in “Mono” mode, each one set to “Mono 

Full Balanced” status, separately drive the Left and Right channels in a dual Mono 

configuration. In a dual Mono setup, each channels power supply and amplification is 

independent, this provides first class driving power, especially outstanding in driving 

headphones limited in sound stage or separation, or ones that are difficult to drive.     

 

 
 

In Mono Full Balance mode, the Questyle Audio CMA800R distortion is as low as 0.00026%.  

 



 

 

 

1KHz @300Ω , Mono mode THD vs Power graph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Components  

 

The Questyle Audio CMA800R adopts best Hi-end components to ensure best sound. Here 

“best” means best fit, like the OPA627 operational amplification module, DALE military 

resistors, WIMA customized capacitors, Alps volume potentiometer, Nichicon FG capacitors, 

etc.         

        

Customized WIMA capacitor                               DALE military resistor  

 

 



 

Sound Performance  

 

Beyond good parameters and good components, good sound performance is the last but most 

critical factor. Before production, the Questyle Audio CMA800R was tested with various 

models of headphone, and were sent to many studio engineers and musicians to listen to the 

sound, and not until they were all satisfied with the sound, were the Questyle Audio CMA800R 

detailed specifications fixed and put into production.  

 

Chassis   

Mechanical resonance will affect performance for any Hi-end device, it’s known to all. The 

Questyle Audio CMA800R chassis is made up of pure Aluminum with “mutual bit” structure, 

10mm thick. Each section's weight is equal, so as to minimize its resonance.  



  

Specification  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specification Test Photo  

 

 

Gain 15.5dB 

Max Output Power 180mW (7.5Vrms) @300Ω, standard Stereo Mode 

710mW (15Vrms) @300Ω, Mono Mode 

SNR 114 dB, standard Stereo Mode 

118 dB, Mono Mode 

THD+N 0.00038%@1kHz, 300Ω standard Stereo Mode 

0.00026%@1kHz, 300Ω Mono Mode 

Frequency Response DC-200kHz (+0, -0.3 dB); DC-650kHz(+0, -3 dB) 

Sensitivity 1.2Vrms 

Impedance 47KΩ  

Input  XLR stereo, RCA Stereo, and XLR Mono Full Balanced 

input  

Output 

Dual 6.35mm Stereo headphone Jacks, 

1 XLR Mono Full Balanced output,  

1 pair RCA Pre-amp output  

Work Status Pure Class A 

Voltage 100-120Vor 220-230V, Internal switchable 

Power Consumption 13W 

Dimension 330*300*55 mm 


